
Sheffield Visual Arts Group 
Study Day 2015

“Building Bridges, Forging Links”

43 people attended our 4th Study Day, held in the Activity Room of the Millennium Gallery on 28th 
November 2015, some for all the day, and some for part of it.  It was SVAG’s 2015)contribution 
to the debate about the relationship between philanthropy and the public realm in this age of 
austerity, stimulated by the “Going Public” exhibition of contemporary art, generously lent by 
various international collectors, and exhibited in five venues in Sheffield, all within walking 
distance of the city centre. 
Participants were able to view SVAG’s  collection of recent press reports and articles on “Going 
Public”, as well as on how austerity is affecting funding of the arts, and other documents of our 
activities  and campaigning.  Also, we were able to show some prints of Lynne Chapman’s sketches 
from our 2014 Study Day.
The first duty of our speakers was a photo opportunity with our Cake, represented in our logo, 
which was then shared with participants, who commented that they liked the icing ...

Morning Session

Welcome from Robert Scott of SVAG
who Introduced Kathy Dyson, National Chair, Musicians’ Union, an ambassador for the music 
industry. He explained the approach of the Sheffield Visual Arts Group:

 •  Arts and Culture need to be part of the  economic agenda

 •  We are fortunate to have the Philanthropists’ exhibition in Sheffield

 •  We are interested in how we can build bridges and links - will there be new
                     structures and networks, investing in people and new models of funding ?

Part 1

Kim Streets, Chief Executive, Museums Sheffield  gave her overview of the “Going Public” 
Exhibition and Summit. It was an international collaboration: a series of world class art, 
modern and contemporary,  thanks to four international collectors.

Mark Doyle and Sebastian Montabonel suggested the project 3 years ago to Museums Sheffield 
(MS) who considered “Should we do it?”  As the sector was under threat, it was a case of whether 
private collectors could make a difference to public galleries. It already happens (through loans of 
work) but discreetly.
   
This project is significant because it is sited outside the capital.  MS took the lead, with partners: 
Sheffield Cathedral, Site Gallery and Hallam University. Cost was £260,000 with Sheffield City 
Council and the universities as well as others making contributions.  It has created the possibility of 
sharing great collections, and demonstrated that ambitious art would raise the game for the City. 
The column inches in the New York Times and other papers had been good for Sheffield, putting us 
“on the map”, and presented culture as part and parcel of the economy

MS had arranged a V.I.P. weekend, with high net-worth individuals who are art collectors. They 
were taken around the City, the Henry Moore collection and to Chatsworth, and all were very 
impressed.
Working closely with Creative Sheffield, and exhibitions in the Graves and Millennium Galleries, 
shows that art can attract people from outside the City.



The philanthropists had been “blown away” by Sheffield and investment opportunities.  And in 
particular, that they could walk between the venues.

The “Going Public” Summit followed at Sheffield Hallam University and Sheffield Cathedral, with 
involvement from “The Art Newspaper” which was the media partner at the event. There were 
around 200 delegates. The Summit explored the relationships in more detail - but there is a lot 
more discussion to be had.

Conclusions:  

 • Really important for relationships to be developed: there is no “magic wand.”

 • It is foolish to hope that philanthropists will simply give large amounts of money
                    to pay core costs or that the Collectors would step forward to support the Graves
                    Gallery redevelopment.

          • More discussion is needed with the Collectors about next steps.

 • We need to be realistic about the time and resources to develop these relationships:
                    it takes time, knowledge and negotiating skills - which the sector doesn’t have.

 • The Arts Council is “at a standstill”;  Department for Communities and Local
                    Government has had 29% cuts.  Public Sector funding is declining. All publicly funded
                    sources are declining.

 • Museums and Galleries across the country need to adapt; we need combinations of 
                    volunteering, commercial outlets like cafes and shops, and philanthropy; and not just
                    the major donors but donors at every level -  all of us need to be involved.
  
 • Can we do more for less? - a question for the Visual Arts Group.

 • We receive great support from the City Council but with their resources being cut, we
                    can’t rely just on them: we are at a tipping point.

 • We need to lever money in, including from philanthropists.

 • But philanthropists are not going to pay the heat, light and power bills or pay to keep
                    the doors open.  We need to be realistic about what we need for the long term.

 • The collectors are delighted and want to do more: they are keen for next year and
                    the year after. How do we attract more of this ? 

 • Paris, Berlin & Turin – investment is happening there. Astonishing the way “Going
                    Public” has presented Sheffield. The exhibitions are performing well with a target 
                    of 80,000 visitors, with different audiences for each venue. Sheffield Institute for Arts
                    at Hallam University and the Site Galleries have different demographics. Good news!

Question from floor:

“Is the exhibition going to run us into the floor?”

Kim’s response:  The event has run on a budget and has not caused financial problems.  
                          It does not break the bank.



The four collectors all wanted different things in terms of visibility.
Professor Ernest Edmonds, De Montfort University & University of Technology, Sydney (Artist) 
then presented his views.

First, he explained himself: “I’m an artist working in Sheffield”, and his practice, in academic work 
in Leicester and Sydney with PhD students; he makes and curates art. He then showed examples of 
his own work on screen.  He had had an exhibition at the Site Gallery, and a show in Rio recently 
where “4 old guys” or “pioneers” had shown interactive installations, and new and historical digital 
artworks. He has a lot of contacts with China, having exhibitions this year in Shanghai and Beijing. 
He is working with Chinese universities on developments in art.

He emphasised the need for engagement. Mission precedes money, and money flows if the mission 
is right.  Sheffield is in tune with this.

Engagement has many connotations. In the “Going Public” Exhibition, the collectors/curators 
engagement between galleries and “non-sites” like the Cathedral was important. In hard times, 
the engagement with art venues was even more important.   Also between arts organisations and 
non-arts organisations, along with artists and the public, engagement was very important. Site 
Gallery has a “platform” series turning gallery space into a studio, with artists able to engage 
directly with visitors.

There are lots of artists working in Sheffield, and great visual art awareness in our City. We need to 
have young people engaged with art, not just couch potatoes looking at pictures. In fact, Sheffield 
is good at this kind of thing.

In explanation, he gave two quotes:

 • Alfred Barr: “The Museum of Modern Art is a laboratory; in its experiments the public
                    is invited to participate.”

 • Marcel Duchamp:  “The work is not complete until someone looks at it.”

Professor Edmonds is interested in interactive art; outdoor exhibitions engage the public, and 
include the involvement of architects and designers.
He showed some examples on screen. In Sydney, there was a festival called “Vivid” where, for 
example, people were shown choosing the colours for the illumination of the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge through making choices via a computer. This was enormously popular, with areas blocked by 
enormous crowds of people.

Another example is his ex PhD student Lizzie Muller, University of Technology, Sydney who is 
interested in human/ computer interaction.  She works in a public museum space to see how 
audiences react; the exhibition space is a kind of laboratory.

He had talked with the Directors of Powerhouse Museum (just down the road from his university 
in Sydney) and proposed a living laboratory: dynamic and constantly changing. They had created 
“BetaSpace” which promotes new media art. (Currently digital art work is chosen based upon 
the discretion of the BetaSpace creators, and the nominations of the general public: Editor) They 
didn’t ask permission; they just did it, working within small existing budgets.  There was a lot of 
successful collaboration between departments and institutions.

Artists and curators need to learn about evaluation in a way which applies to all clients of art. It is 
not good enough to evaluate simply through the numbers through doors.  Are visitors excited?  Do 
they want to write about it? Blog about it?  Come back?   How are we engaged with the art we see 
in Sheffield?



Sheffield: It’s all well and good to bring things to Sheffield. Donald Judd pointed out that if you go 
to New York, with its international reputation, it’s hard to find New York artists in the main gal-
leries. It is the same in Sheffield: hard to see the work of Sheffield artists. For example:  Sheffield 
artist John Hoyland: “We should show him here”. What is more, there is only one painting by Ken-
neth Martin, another Sheffield born artist.

People come to Sheffield to see important work by Sheffield people.  They currently see more of 
the designers’ work rather than artists’.  What about the engagement with our art history and 
Sheffield artists ?

Professor Edmonds re-iterated: “Get the mission right, and hang the mission on engagement: en-
gagement between arts organisations with non-arts organisations coming together; engagement be-
tween artists (not just artworks); engagement between the public, the art and the artists. There is 
a class of collectors who want to engage with the artists.  They collect in order to become friends 
with the artists.

“Key process was: understand; evaluate; learn; stimulate” 

A question and answer session followed.

Part 2    11.45 – 12.30

Janet Barnes, recently retired Chief Executive of York Museums, introduced her talk as “Back to 
Realities”

She said that among a wide variety of issues which could be discussed, an unexpected reprieve 
was the news that there would be no cut in Arts Council funding for the next three years for Major 
Partner Museums. But the mainstay of most Museum and Art Gallery funding was still Local Author-
ities, and that was not such good news. The most accessible funding was for big projects - often 
lottery-funded - but they were just the icing on the cake (!) 

What always needs funding is the care of collections, the maintenance of buildings etc. These are 
always the main concern of curators, and usually the responsibility of local authorities. From the 
1970’s onwards, their funds had been cut. Sometimes lottery funding or the participation of univer-
sities could help, but the outlook was not good. This was why a decision had been made to intro-
duce entrance charges in York. 

Janet said that she would be the first to agree that where social care budgets had to compete 
with culture budgets there was no contest. But were libraries non-essentials? As someone who had 
grown up in a household with few books, the local library had been a lifeline for her education and 
eventual success. In the last ten years, forty museums had closed across the UK; such assets were 
slipping away from us. 

Campaigning for culture in our society was done by the ageing middle class. Young people had to 
become engaged – a difficult task. When school visits are less frequent and libraries are closing, it 
is much harder to reach people outside the usual visiting public. So individual giving, even in small 
amounts, is essential to keep museums open. Our cultural institutions are vital for who we are – 
our past and our future.

Discussion followed: 



Vicky Seddon reported on a conversation with Paul Blomfield MP and his contact with Daryl Henley 
of the Arts Council concerning the funding of projects.

Jim Gordon questioned the Northern Powerhouse - where would culture come in?  We had to be 
careful that culture in Sheffield did not miss the boat.

Amanda Wade emphasised the place of quality of life; economic investment must also involve our 
increased well-being. 

Robert Scott questioned the role of Yorkshire in the Northern Powerhouse. There might be more 
advantages to Leeds and Manchester than to other places.

Kim Streets spoke about developments for 2016 and beyond. 2016 would be the “Year of Making” 
in Sheffield,  with an exhibition “In the Making”. There would be an important exhibition of Tex-
tiles and Ceramics. Sheffield was involved in preparations for a Great Northern Exhibition. An exhi-
bition “Made in Sheffield” would have a wider remit - technology as well as traditional crafts.

Jane Dawson of the Creative Guild , stressed the importance of t linking all spheres of culture 
- Music, Arts, Literature, Theatre – with interactive discussion and action. Membership cost was 
being discussed. They were still at the stage of planning and recruiting, for a launch in 2016

Professor Edmonds then summed up: 

 • Getting real is very significant (“as Janet Barnes said”).

 • Art contributes to the quality of life, and also to the economy.
 
 • If we care about our future, we must care about sustainable aspects, which suggests
                    we do things differently from the “it’s all about money” approach.
 
 • But it’s not about funding projects, it is about engagement, co-operation,
                    collaboration.

 • Also it is about new forms of curatorship which won’t be about things (the Victorian
                    way) but about ideas: curators now facilitate between public and art, and use
                    websites and collect stories about objects.

 • Art is now different - in Sydney (interactive art) it was very popular and crowded.

12.30pm: the session finished bang on time!

1.30 Afternoon Session

Led by Peter Bradley, Dean of Sheffield Cathedral, facilitated by Janet Murray

Some points made in initial discussion, led by PB:

 • Surprise at absence of criticism in press at shift away from public subsidy of art (PB)

 • Putting exhibitions in unusual spaces can be creative (JD)

 • Important to close gaps between formal and informal organisations (EE)

 • How can young people be included in the discussion? (PB)



  • There should be a mix of funding types (PB)

 • There are significant tax breaks in the US for donors.  The same could encourage the
                    UK rich to donate (PB)

 • We need to reclaim the narrative which calls for a properly subsidised quality of life
                    through political change (KD)

 • If we are only driven by financial considerations, creativity will be limited (EE)

JM then led:

 •  A reminder that the idea of “small money” could be added to “philanthropy” and
                    “state subsidy”, and that we need a different model of cooperation.  A vital question
                     is how do we curate what we already own ? (JM)

 • If we only look at the big picture we will wait for too long for a solution  
                    we need to concentrate on making changes in Sheffield. (EE)

 • Government often thwarts the activities of artists.  There are many ways to support
                    art without spending a great deal of money. (RS)

 • We should use Sheffield’s empty spaces. (KD)

 • How should we develop a public which engages with the art? By working with the
                    Friends’ organisation and making them advocates who are helpful in negotiating with
                    politicians and media?  By finding micro funding from among the Friends?  By asking 
                    them to help develop new audiences ?  (PB)

 • May be difficult to engage the Friends in this way as they are accountable to the
                    Museums Trust in a specific role. (JM)

 • We should celebrate the artwork of Sheffield practitioners.  Campaigning art? 
                    Industrial art ? (JM)
 
 • We should celebrate artists at the beginning of their career e.g. by asking them to
                    curate their own exhibitions on a regular basis. (from the floor)

 • Engagement needs to be central.  We’ve not allowed the public to develop a sense of 
                    ownership and this has been counterproductive. (VS)
 
 • We must think of ways to get new audiences in, by encouraging an emotional
                    engagement with the art. (PB)
   
 • How long can cities continue to have collections that are not shown or made generally
                    available to visit, when the purpose of those collections is for the public to see them?
                    (JM)

 • Does the council lack a clear strategy for marketing itself? (from the floor).



JM summarised:

 • Continue to use the “Going Public” exhibition as a touchstone for the city. It has 
                    been a wonderful exhibition that has demonstrated what hard work and ambition can
                    achieve.  Hopefully it may be repeated in 2 to 3 years time. 

 • Emphasise engagement and collaboration. Ideas are the starting point, not money.

 • Money is both a facilitator and an obstacle.

 • Get the mission right, bring arts organizations together, engage artists, engage the
                    public.

 • This links to KS’s plea to change the perception of Sheffield where culture becomes a
                    vital part of its economy. Reinforce the importance of culture to social lives.

 • New audiences, exhibiting in unexpected places. This has shown to be successful at 
                    Sheffield Cathedral, with the Sandretto Re Rebaudengo Collection.

 • Closing gaps between formal and informal organizations. Working together, not
                    fighting each other.

 • Where are the businesses in Sheffield to support art ? 

 • If the Trust can raise money might this open the door to state subsidy ?

 • Sheffield Museum’s Trust needs to raise more finance from private sources, following
                    the example of the Tate.

 • We should support local artists. Sheffield has the largest community of artists outside
                    London but their work is not being aired locally.

 • We should try to get John Hoyland’s exhibition to Sheffield (Currently showing at 
                    Damien Hirst’s Newport Street Gallery in London) 

                    PB - Peter Bradley     KD - Kathy Dyson   
                    KS – Kim Streets    EE - Ernest Edmonds
                    JM - Janet Murray  MG - Maxine  Greaves         
                    RS - Robert Scott     VS - Vicky Seddon

Session (and day) ended at 3.30pm

Please note that this is not meant to be a verbatim account of the event but a summary of the 
ideas debated.

Appreciations 

Thanks are due to all our speakers to whom we are most grateful for their thoughtful, 
interesting, and challenging inputs, and also how they responded so positively to the other 
speakers and participants. The input from the other participants was also welcome. 



Thanks to Museums Sheffield for providing us with the venue, and to their very helpful staff. Of 
course, their hugely important and successful “Going Public” exhibition was the catalyst for the 
event.

Cake makers Janet B, Loveday and Patrick provided a tasteful exemplar of our vision which was 
much enjoyed with the coffee. 
 
Thanks to Denise and Judy who welcomed participants, to Robert who chaired the morning 
session, to Vicky for general organisation, and to Patrick, Judy, Loveday and Janet B who were the 
rapporteurs

Lynne Chapman’s sketches from our previous Study Day were apposite and much appreciated. 
Thank you Lynne! 

http://lynnechapman.blogspot.co.uk/

https://www.facebook.com/lynne.chapman.illustrator
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